
 
 

  
 

  
  

 

Secure Token Set-Up 

Customers converting from Cash Management (formerly American Bank) were issued new Hard tokens or Soft Token licenses 
based on their Token Request Form. If you have not received new tokens or submitted the Token Request Form, please contact 
customer service at 240-380-1235 or your account officer. 

For Hard Token Set-Up 

Go to Administration > Secure Token Set-Up. Follow 
the instructions on screen to submit the Token Code 
and a PIN of your own choosing. 

Follow these steps for Soft Token Set-Up 

1. Download the RSA SecurID Software Token App. 

The RSA SecurID Software Token app is available for 
download in the Apple App Store and Google Play. 

The RSA SecurID Software Token app is supported on 
the following mobile platforms (operating systems): 

• iOS (Apple) version 4.1 and newer 
• Android OS version 2.2 and newer 

An internet connection is required to download 
the RSA SecurID Software Token app and a camera 
is required for the activation process. Once 
downloaded, ensure that the app is enabled to 
access the camera under the Settings options for 
your device. 

2. When you sign on to Business eBanking for the first 
time after the Soft Token is enabled, you will be 
prompted to set up the Soft Token for future use. 

3. Select a mobile operating system provided by the 
ContinuedRSA SecurID Software Token app. 
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Secure Token Set-Up 

Continued... Steps for Soft Token Set-Up 

4. Scan a quick response (QR) code that contains the 
software token license. 

5. The system generates a QR code based upon the 
user’s selection on the previous page. The company 
user must open the RSA SecurID Software Token 
app on their device. 

NOTE: Due to differences in the RSA SecurID 
Software Token app on the Apple and Android 
operating systems, representations depicted in 
these instructions may be slightly different than 
a company user’s experience. 

Tap Scan QR Code to trigger 
their cell phone’s camera to 
scan the QR code. 

Continued 

Tap the Plus (+) in the lower 
left-hand corner. 
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Secure Token Set-Up 

Continued... Steps for Soft Token Set-Up 

6. The company user scans the QR code with their 
device and then click ‘Continue’ on the Set Up 
Software Token Sign On page and in the RSA 
SecurID Software Token App to progress to the 
next step. 

7. Create PIN once the QR code scan is successful, 
the company user creates a unique eight-digit PIN. 

Click ‘Continue’. 

NOTE: If a user exits the activation process and/or closes the RSA SecurID Software Token app before completing activation, 
the software token license does not get assigned. The user must restart the process in a subsequent banking session. 

Users are required to complete the activation process for each device they want to use for software tokens. Activation is also 
required when a user replaces their device or resets/restores it to the factory settings. 

Signing on with Software Tokens 

To sign on to BeB using a software token, 
the company user types their company 
and user IDs on the Sign On page as 
usual. Once their company and user IDs 
are validated by BeB, the user opens the 
RSA SecurID Software Token app, selects 
their token, and enters the passcode (PIN 
+ token code) into BeB. This procedure 
mirrors the process used when signing 
in using hardware tokens. 

The RSA SecurID Software Token app 
generates a one-time token code. The 
company user enters their PIN with the 
token code into the Passcode field on 
the Sign On page, as they would for a 
hardware token. 
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